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#D19-36 “Lion”
#1. In pencil, draw a guide circle
that is 7 ½ units across.
#2. Divide into thirds with two
vertical lines.
Divide top third
with a horizontal
line. (each section
is 2.5 units from
the edge of the
circle)

#5. At the top and the bottom of
the larger circle, create pointed
indentations that span the width
between the vertical guides.

#3. Create a circle that is 3 ½
units across and overlap half
of it into the bottom of the
large circle.

#4. Connect the vertical lines
from 1-unit below the
horizontal guides and curve
down to meet the outer edges
of the small
circle.

#6. From the lower indentation
extend a vertical line one unit
up and cap it with a wide
triangle with a curved top.

#7. Connect the tips of the
triangle with the tops of the
bowed vertical lines from step
four.
#8. Add almond-shaped eyes
from that last
intersection
which slant
upwards to
the horizontal
guide. They
will be 1 ½
units wide.

#9. The ears connect to the head
at the top and side intersections
of the guides. They extend 1 unit
above and one unit outside the
original guide circle. Make a
second line inside the first.
#10. Add three
whiskers to each
side of snout.
The center one
is longer than
the top and
bottom ones.

#11. From the inside corner of
each eye, draw an arch up and
toward the outside.
#12. Sketch a heart shape
about 3 units outside the
head.
#13. Add a
wavy line at
about half the
length of the
ear. Erase the
base of the
ears.
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#14. Ink all including pupils of
eyes, the nose and inside the
mouth. Fill mane with wavy
lines working top to bottom.
#15. Erase all pencil lines.
Color using
photo
references
found
online.
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